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Due to the limitation of analog-to-digital/digital-to-analog converters, photonics-assisted
channelized receivers are thought to be a promising approach to receiving wideband
microwave signals. Herein, based on the spectrum analysis and the coherent
channelization, we develop a photonics-assisted channelized receiver for multi-band
microwave signals. In the proposed channelized receiver, the instantaneous spectral
analysis is introduced to determine the frequencies and bandwidth of a dynamic wideband
signal. The dynamic wideband signal is then received by a multi-band coherent
channelizer. By exploiting transparency of the optoelectronic devices, we equivalently
build a multi-band coherent channelizer that can work for dynamic microwave signals,
where a few optoelectronic devices are required. Compared with the existing coherent
channelizers, the operative bandwidth of the proposed multi-band coherent channelizer is
much larger (up to 28 GHz). The proposed photonics-assisted channelized receiver
doesn’t need tunable optical comb generators and radio frequency sources, and it
also doesn’t require knowing the spectrum information in advance. Moreover, the
designed example of the proposed photonics-assisted channelized receiver for a
4 GHz original signal in 2–30 GHz microwave bands is given and discussed. The
spectrum information of the dynamic original signals is obtained by monitoring the
optical power in each sub-channel. We verify the feasibility of the multi-band coherent
channelizer by channelizing two 4 GHz linearly-chirped signals with center frequencies of 4
and 28 GHz into four 1 GHz sub-channels, respectively.

Keywords: optical signal processing, optoelectronic device, spectrum analysis, radio frequency photonics,
channelization

INTRODUCTION

Microwave signal receivers with larger bandwidth and higher frequency are a pressing need in both
commercial and defense applications such as modern radars, communication satellites, radio over
fiber systems, and the 5th generation mobile network [1–5]. However, wideband signal receivers are
limited to analog-to-digital/digital-to-analog converters [6]. To handle the wideband signal reception
with this limitation, channelized receivers that are a specialized class of pre-processors have attracted
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much attention. A channelized receiver is employed to channelize
a wideband signal into N narrowband slices and then these
narrowband slices are processed in parallel [7–11], where the
processing band of each narrowband is reduced to 1/N. Generally,
the operative bandwidth of an electric channelized receiver is
limited to a few GHz, because the “Electronic Bottleneck” resists
in it [12, 13]. In a photonics-assisted channelized receiver, the
operative bandwidth can reach several GHz (tens of GHz)
[14–18]. Moreover, photonics-assisted channelized receivers
have other advantages such as high compactness, low loss, and
immunity to electromagnetic interference [19, 20].

The existing works about photonics-assisted channelized
receivers can be classified into three typical categories. In the
first channelization category, a radio frequency (RF) signal is first
modulated on an optical carrier (OC), and a series of optical filters
with consecutive passbands are then introduced to slice the
modulated optical signal [10]. The optical filters such as
integrated Bragg grating Fabry–Perot devices [10], diffraction
gratings [21], and acousto-optic crystals [22] are available. This
channelization scheme requires narrowband, flat-top, steep-edge,
and precisely centered filter banks to ensure effective separation
of slices, hence it suffers from limitations in spectral slice
resolution and the available number of channels [19, 23].
Therefore, the second channelization category has been
proposed, where multicast copies were generated by
modulating the original RF signal on a series of OCs. Then an
optical comb filter such as a Fabry-Perot filter (FPF) with a special
free spectrum range (FSR) was employed to separate different
slices from multicast copies [7–9, 17, 24]. This photonic
channelizer is also limited to the comb filter, so the comb
filter is desired to have narrowband, flat-top, and steep-edge
transmission peaks (TPs). In practice, optical filters with ideal
TPs are difficult to achieve. Therefore, application scenarios for
these two channelization categories are mostly the instantaneous
spectral analysis [7, 25].

Recent approaches to photonics-assisted coherent
channelization without optical filters have also been
demonstrated [11, 23, 26–30]. This channelization scheme,
i.e., the third photonic channelization category demands no
optical filters, but it requires a couple of coherent comb light
sources with detuning comb line spacing [23, 30]. Specifically,
one coherent comb light source provides comb lines for
generating optical multicast copies, and the other is employed
to generate local oscillators (LOs). It is worth mentioning that the
LOs in the third photonic channelization category can be replaced
by dual-polarization LOs [31, 32], where the required optical
comb lines (OCLs) are reduced. Moreover, other photonics-
assisted channelized receivers have also been reported, for
instance, the approach relying on wavelength scanning
structures [33]. The third-category photonic channelization
requires no optical filters, so it can reach the maximum
suppression ratio of spurs in each sub-channel. For different
scenarios, microwave signals are required to have different bands
such as the S-band, C band, and K band [34–37]. Therefore, a
microwave signal receiver working at many microwave bands is
demanded. However, in existing works about the third photonic
channelization category, the operative bandwidth is generally

several GHz, and it is difficult to achieve tens of GHz
operative bandwidth. Moreover, most of the existing coherent
channelized receivers are designed for fixed microwave bands,
where the spectrum information should be known in advance.
Although the work in [11] has presented a reconfigurable
coherent channelized receiver, tunable RF sources are required.

In this work, a photonics-assisted channelized receiver based
on the spectrum analysis and the coherent channelization is
proposed for multi-band microwave signals. The
implementation of this photonics-assisted channelized receiver
is twofold including the instantaneous spectral analysis and the
coherent channelization. First, the instantaneous spectral analysis
is employed to obtain the spectrum information. In the
instantaneous spectral analysis, an efficient second-category
photonic channelizer is built to obtain the spectrum
information because of the large operative bandwidth and
low-complexity of the second-category photonic channelizer.
Second, a multi-band coherent channelizer belonging to the
third-category photonic channelization is designed for a virtual
signal covering the entire frequency range. Based on the
transparency of photonic devices, we equivalently build a
multi-band coherent channelizer that can work for dynamic
microwave signals by using a few devices. After determining
the spectrum information of the original dynamic signal, this
wideband signal with dynamic microwave bands is received by
the multi-band coherent channelizer.

PRINCIPLES

Photonics-Assisted Channelized Receiver
for Multi-Band Microwave Signals
Figure 1 schematically depicts the proposed photonics-assisted
channelized receiver for multi-band microwave signals. The
implementation of this channelized receiver is twofold
including the instantaneous spectral analysis and the coherent
channelization. First, the instantaneous spectral analysis is
performed for an original wideband signal to determine its
frequencies and bandwidth, i.e., the spectrum information, as
shown in the upper part of Figure 1. Second, introducing two
ultra-flat optical comb generators (U-FOCGs), the original
signals are received by the multi-band coherent channelizer,
which is illustrated in the lower part of Figure 1. By
introducing a controller to control the selected OCLs, we
equivalently build a coherent channelized receiver by a few
devices for multi-band microwave signals.

In the instantaneous spectral analysis, an efficient photonic
channelizer belonging to the second category is designed to
analyze the spectrum information of the original dynamic signal.

Firstly, an U-FOCG is implemented to provide OCLs, where
two intensity modulators (IMs) and one phase modulator (PM)
are cascaded in turn. A demultiplexer called DeMux 1 is then
employed to select a series of OCLs from the output of U-FOCG,
where adjacent OCLs have the wavelength spacing of δc.
The center frequencies (CFs) of the selected OCLs are termed
as f1

c, f2
c . . . and fn

c, where n is equal to [(fH − fL)/2Δδ], the original
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dynamic signal has frequencies between fL and fH, [(fH − fL)/2Δδ]
represents that rounds (fH − fL)/2Δδ to the nearest integer, and Δδ
is defined as the detuning parameter. The spectra of the selected
OCLs are depicted in Figure 2A.

The wavelength spacing δc is determined by the driven RF
source in the U-FOCG. Besides, we assume that the original

dynamic signal has frequencies between fL and fH. Generally, the
bandwidth B of the original signal is much less than the frequency
range (fH − fL). By setting the driven RF source, the OCLs selected
from the U-FOCG satisfy the following spectral relationship [11,
30],

f ci � f c1 + 4(i − 1) fbas − Δδ, (1)

where fbas � (fH + fL)/2 and 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Secondly, the optical powers of the selected OCLs are adjusted

by an optical power control module, and these OCLs are then
injected into a Mach-Zehnder modulator. After double sideband
(DSB) modulation, 2n multicast copies are generated and located
on the ±1st sidebands of each OCL, as shown in Figure 2B.
Observe that the original signal is amplified by a low noise
amplifier [38, 39] before DSB modulation.

Thirdly, a FPF is taken as a comb filter whose FSR δFPF is equal
to δ + Δδ/2, as plotted in Figure 2C, where the detuning parameter
Δδ represents the bandwidth of each sub-channel. In other words,
the wavelength spacing of those selected OCLs, the FSR of the
FPF, and the frequency range of the original signal are optimized
as

δc � 2δFPF − Δδ � 4 fbas − Δδ � 2(fH + fL) − Δδ (2)

The FPF with 2n TPs is introduced to channelize the original
signal into a series of narrowband sub-channels, which is termed
as Sub-ch1, Sub-ch2 . . . Sub-ch2n. Specifically, the relationship
between the CFs of the first TP and the first OCL satisfies the
following equation,

FIGURE 1 | Schematic diagram of the proposed photonics-assisted channelized receiver based on the spectrum analysis and the coherent channelization for
multi-band microwave signals. U-FOCG, ultra-flat optical comb generator; OPC, optical power control module; DeMux, demultiplexer; MZM, Mach-Zehnder modulator;
FPF, Fabry-Perot filter; LNA, low noise amplifier; PD, photodetector; OWS, optical wavelength selection; EQH, electrical quadrature hybrid; LPF, low-pass filter.

C

FIGURE 2 | Spectra diagrams of (A) the selected optical comb lines, (B)
modulated optical comb lines after double sideband modulation, and (C)
transmission peaks of the Fabry-Perot filter.
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f peak1 � f c1 − fH − Δδ
2

(3)

Moreover, the relationship between the full width half
maximum pass-band width δ3dB and the δFPF has the following
form,

ΔδFPF
Δδ3dB

� π
����
1 − t

√
t

(4)

where t is the power transmission coefficient of the mirrors in
the FPF.

Finally, these 2n slices are separated by a demultiplexer termed
as DeMux 2, where the channels of DeMux 2 match the FPF’s
TPs. These slices can be detected by photodetectors (PDs) in
parallel, and the frequency range and bandwidth are then
determined according to the optical power in each sub-
channel. Only a few sub-channels have significant optical
power after detecting by PDs because the bandwidth B is
much less than the frequency range (fH − fL). The spectrum
information will be employed to control the next coherent
channelization.

In the coherent channelization, we equivalently build the
multi-band coherent channelizer that can work for microwave
signals with a large frequency range (fL ≤ f ≤ fH). We assume that a
virtual multi-band microwave signal with frequencies from fL to
fH is channelized and then received, where the bandwidth and CF
of the virtual microwave signal are equal to (fH–fL) and
(fH + fL)/2, respectively.

Firstly, we prepare m {m � [(fH − fL)/4δS]} uniformly-spaced
comb lines with specific wavelength spacing as OCs, which can be
generated by a U-FOCG termed as U-FOCG 1. An optical
wavelength selection (OWS) module such as a wavelength
selector switch is introduced to select those OCs from the
output of U-FOCG 1, as shown in Figure 1. The CF of the
rth OC can be express as,

f ocr � f oc1 + (r − 1)(4 fbas − 2δs) (5)

where f1
oc represent the CF of the first OC, 1 ≤ r ≤ m, and δs

represents the bandwidth of each sub-signal after channelization.

Secondly, the virtual wideband signal is modulated on those
OCs to generate multicast copies, and the virtual wideband signal
is saved in a cache before modulation. Assuming those mOCs are
all modulated, 2m optical multicast copies of the virtual wideband
signal termed as v-copies are obtained after DSB modulation, as
illustrated in Figure3A.

Thirdly, 2m LOs are introduced for coherent detection which
can be selected from other U-FOCG (U-FOCG 2), as shown in
Figure 3B. These 2m LOs have a fixed wavelength spacing of 2fbas.
Besides, the CFs of the first LO and the OC have the following
relationship that is

f LO1 � f oc1 − fH + δs (6)

Next, the photonic processor such as the tunable optical filter
(TOF) whose channels match those 2m v-copies is introduced to
separate them, and an OWS 2 is then employed to separate those
2m LOs, as shown in Figure 1. When the existing works about the
third-category photonic channelization are built for directly
channelizing the virtual wideband signal, there are 2m optical
hybrids (OHs) [40], 8m PDs or 4m balance photodetectors
(BPDs), 2m electrical quadrature hybrids (EQHs), and 4m
electrical low-pass filters (LPFs) at least. Therefore, the
coherent channelized receiver will be very complex and
redundant, where huge photonic and electrical deceives are
wasted. By exploiting the reconfigurability proposed in [11],
although 2k OHs, 8k PDs or 4k BPDs, 2k EQHs, and 4k LPFs
[k � (B/4δS)] are enough for channelizing the original wideband
signal with dynamic microwave bands, the RF sources must be
tunable. In practical application, the bandwidth of a microwave
signal is much less than its frequency range, so k is far less than m
(k << m). Generally, the bandwidth and microwave bands of an
original signal are invariant, except the reconfigurable coherent
channelizer in [11]. Moreover, in the previous coherent
channelized works, it is assumed that the spectrum
information is known before the reception.

In this work, we designed a multi-band coherent channelizer
which only requires 2k OHs, 4k PDs, 2k EQHs, and 4k electrical
LPFs, and the CFs of RF sources are fixed. Moreover, for an
original signal with dynamic frequencies between fL and fH, its
bandwidth and microwave bands are given via the instantaneous
spectral analysis. So, the spectrum information is not required
knowing in advance.

Assuming 2m separated v-copies and LOs have been
generated. Every v-copy consists of different components
termed as C1, C2 . . . CN, where N � [(fH − fL)/δS]. Most of the
components in a v-copy are null because the bandwidth B is much
less than (fH–fL). Taking the first and second v-copies as
examples, the spectrum diagrams of the detected signal after
the OH and PDs are shown in Figures 4A, B. Due to the square-
law detection of a PD, the left components of the v-copy 1 that
have lower frequencies than f1

LO overlap the right components,
which is called “Spectrum Aliasing.” Moreover, some
components are transformed into symmetrical forms after
PDs, which are written as C1*, C2* . . . CN*. This effect can be
eliminated by digital signal processing. Similarly, the spectrum
diagrams for the first four v-copies and LOs can be obtained and
Figure 4.

FIGURE 3 | Spectra diagrams of (A) the modulated optical carriers s
after double sideband modulation and (B) local oscillators generated from
ultra-flat optical comb generator 2.
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To address the spectrum aliasing problem, symmetric EQHs
displayed in Figure 1 are employed. According to the scattering
matrix of the EQH [41], the two output signals of the first EQH
have the following form,

( I
Q
)∝( 1 j

j 1
)( Ip

Qp ) � 2( Cp
N

jCp
N−1/jCp

1
) (7)

In Eq. (7), the I* and Q* signals are generated after processing by
the OH and PDs which have the following form,

( Ip

Qp )∝R
������
PsigPLO

√ ⎛⎝ cos[(ωsig − ωLO)t + (φsig − φLO)] + n1

sin[(ωsig − ωLO)t + (φsig − φLO)] + n2

⎞⎠
(8)

whereR is the responsivity of the PDs,Psig andPLO denote the powers
of v-copy 1 and LO 1, ωsig and ωLO represent the angular frequencies of
v-copy 1 and LO 1, φsig and φLO are the phases of v-copy 1 and LO 1.
Moreover, n1 and n2 are the additive Gaussian white noise induced by

the PDs. From Eq. (8), it is known that the phase and amplitude noise
of a laser affect the performance of the proposed channelized receiver.
More details about the noise limitations can refer to [11].

Two tunable LPFs with a bandwidth of δs are introduced to
select the corresponding components from those I and Q signals
respectively. Namely, two components CN* and C(N − 1)* can be
obtained from the v-copy 1. Similarly, other components can also
be selected from other v-copies. Finally, parallel signal processing
is performed for those narrowband components, where the
electrical processers only require a processing band of δs.

The optoelectronic devices such as the OHs, PDs, EQHs, and
LPFs in Figure 4 are transparent for the input. The output
components after LPFs are only determined by different v-copies
and LOs. Then we can only work effective sub-channels and stop
those sub-channels that are corresponding to the null components
of the virtual multi-band microwave signal. For example, the virtual
multi-band microwave signal only contains components C1, C2,
CN − 1, and CN, we can channelize and receive this microwave signal
by employing v-copy 1, v-copy 2, LO 1, and LO 2. When the virtual

FIGURE 4 | Schematic diagrams of 2 × 4 90° optical hybrid reception for the first four v-copies and local oscillators (LOs), where (A–D) show the spectra of the
v-copy1 and the LO 1, the v-copy2 and the LO 2, the v-copy3 and the LO 3, as well as the v-copy4 and the LO 4, and the spectra of them after detecting by
photodetectors (PDs), respectively.
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multi-band microwave signal contains components CN − 3, CN − 2,
CN − 1, and CN at other times, it can be channelized and received by
using v-copy 2, v-copy 3, LO 2, and LO 3. However, the OHs, PDs,
EQHs, and LPFs used in the coherent channelization are the same
for these two different virtual multi-band microwave signals,
because these optoelectronic devices are transparent for the input.

As shown in Figure 1, a controller connected to OWS 1 and
OWS 2 is introduced to select the necessary OCs (corresponding
to specific v-copies) and LOs by the spectrum information from
the instantaneous spectral analysis. Therefore, many photonic
and electronic devices can be saved. For simplicity, we assume
that the fH − fL/4δS is a positive integer, so the integerN is equal to
4m. The relationship among v-copies, LOs, and the channelized
components is shown in Table 1.

In other words, we equivalently build a coherent channelized
receiver for multi-band microwave signals (between fL and fH) by
using T*k devices rather than T*m devices (k << m), where T is a
positive integer. Compared with the work in [11], the RF sources
do not require tuning, and there is no need to know the spectrum
information in advance.

Photonics-Assisted Multi-Band Receiver
for Dynamic Signals in 2–30GHz Bands
Most of the initial coherent channelized receivers [23, 26–32]
were designed for fixed microwave bands, where the spectrum
information must be known in advance. Those coherent
channelized receivers can only work for specific microwave

bands. When those coherent channelized receivers are
deployed for receiving dynamic 4 GHz signals with frequencies
between 2 and 30 GHz, they must have an operative bandwidth of
28 GHz regardless of the actual bandwidth. Therefore, lots of
active processing devices are wasted. Moreover, the work in [11]
has presented a reconfigurable coherent channelized receiver.
Although only 4 GHz operative bandwidth is required based on
this scheme, the RF sources employed must be tunable.

Based on the proposed scheme, the instantaneous spectral
analysis for the dynamic 4 GHz signals has been finished by the
following steps. Setting the detuning parameter Δδ to be 1 GHz,
28 sub-channels are required to monitor the dynamic 4 GHz
signal. Firstly, 14 OCLs with a wavelength spacing of 63 GHz
were generated, where f1

c � 192.722 THz and fbas � 16 GHz.
These OCLs can be generated from the U-FOCG, and the

structure of the U-FOCG is illustrated in Figure 5A. First, two
IMs and one PMwere cascaded in turn, where a continuous-wave
laser was connected to the IM1 after a polarization controller.
Second, an RF signal source with a frequency of δc/2 is separated
into three branches. The 1st branch was used to directly drive the
IM1. The 2nd branch was employed to drive the IM2 after the
first phase shifter (PS1). The 3rd branch was served to drive the
PM, where an electric PS (PS2), a × 2 frequency multiplier, and a
variable attenuator were employed to eliminate the 1st
undesirable term. Third, after processing by the PS3, a voltage
control module including a tunable amplifier and attenuator was
used to adjust the voltage of the PM’s driven signal.

A configuration system used for verifying the feasibility of the
U-FOCG was established by VPItransmissionMaker. In the
verification system, an RF signal source with a CF of 31.5 GHz
and an amplitude of 5 V was employed to drive the modulators,
and the CF of the continuous-wave laser was equal to 193.1 THz.
Moreover, the phase-shift value of the PS1 was set to π/4. In order
to fully eliminate the 1st undesirable term, the variable attenuator

TABLE 1 | Relationship among multicast copies, local oscillators, and
components.

Multicast copies v-copy 1 v-copy 2 v-copy (2m−1) v-copy 2m

Local oscillators LO 1 LO 2 LO (2m−1) LO 2m
Components CN CN−1 C1 C2 C(N−2m) C(N−2m+1) C(2m−1) C2m

FIGURE 5 | (A) Schematic diagram of the ultra-flat optical comb generator (U-FOCG), (B) Spectra of the output of the U-FOCG with 4-dB gain, and the employed
14 optical comb lines with about 0 dBm optical powers. CW, continuous-wave laser; PC, polarization controller; IM, intensity modulator; PS, phase shifter; PM, phase
modulator; x2, x2 frequency multiplier; VA, variable attenuator.
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and the PS2 were set to (1/16)2 and π, respectively. After setting the
PS3 to π/9, the driven signal of PM was amplified by the voltage
control module and then about 4-dB gain has been available for the
driven signal. Finally, the output comb is illustrated in Figure 5B,
where the employed 14 OCLs with about 0 dBm optical powers are
also illustrated in the inset in Figure 5B.

Secondly, the dynamic 4 GHz signal was modulated on these
OCLs. After DSB modulation, 28 optical multicast copies located
on the ±1st sidebands of these OCLs were generated. Thirdly, an
FPF with an FSR of 32 GHz was introduced to channelize the
original signal into 28 narrowband sub-channels, where the CF of
the first TP f1

peak must satisfy (3). Finally, by monitoring the
optical power in every sub-channel, the spectrum information of
the dynamic original signal is then determined. For example,
when the optical powers in Sub-ch.1 and Sub-ch.2 are significant,
the original signal contains frequency bands of 2–3 GHz and
29–30 GHz. Moreover, the relationship among CFs of these
OCLs, CFs of these TPs, sub-channels, as well as the
monitoring frequency-band range is shown in Table 2.

After obtaining the spectrum information, the 4 GHz dynamic
signal was received by the proposed multi-band coherent
channelizer. Firstly, U-FOCG 1 in Figure 1 was used to
provide 7 OCs, where the RF signal source had a frequency of
31 GHz. The CF of every generated OC satisfies (5), where f1

oc �
192.914 THz and δs � 1 GHz. Secondly, 14 v-copies were
generated after DSB modulation. Thirdly, 14 LOs with

wavelength spacing of 32 GHz were generated from U-FOCG
2, where f1

LO � 192.885 THz. It is worth mentioning that CWs
used in U-FOCG 1 and U-FOCG 2 should be generated from the
same optical laser source [23, 27–31]. For the dynamic 4 GHz
signal with microwave bands between 2 GHz and 30 GHz, the
relationship among CFs of the OCs, v-copies, CFs of the LOs, and
the channelized sub-signals is clearly shown in Table 3. Finally,
by selecting the corresponding v-copies and LOs according to the
spectrum information, the 4 GHz dynamic signal was
channelized into four 1 GHz sub-signals and then received.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To verify the feasibility of the proposed photonics-assisted multi-
band microwave receiver, a proof-of-concept system based on the
statements in “Photonics-Assisted Multi-Band Receiver for
Dynamic Signals in 2–30 GHz Bands” section has been
implemented by OptiSystem and VPItransmissionMaker. First,
we performed the instantaneous spectral analysis for 4 GHz

TABLE 2 | Relationship among OCLs, TPs, sub-channels, and monitoring bands
for dynamics 4 GHz signal.

CFs of OCLs
(THz)

CFs of TPs
(THz)

Sub-
channels

Monitoring range
(GHz)

192.722 192.6925 Sub-ch.1 29–30
192.7245 Sub-ch.2 2–3

192.785 192.7565 Sub-ch.3 28–29
192.7885 Sub-ch.4 3–4

192.848 192.8205 Sub-ch.5 27–28
192.8525 Sub-ch.6 4–5

192.911 192.8845 Sub-ch.7 26–27
192.9165 Sub-ch.8 5–6

192.974 192.9485 Sub-ch.9 25–26
192.9805 Sub-ch.10 6–7

193.037 193.0125 Sub-ch.11 24–25
193.0445 Sub-ch.12 7–8

193.100 193.0765 Sub-ch.13 23–24
193.1085 Sub-ch.14 8–9

193.163 193.1405 Sub-ch.15 22–23
193.1725 Sub-ch.16 9–10

193.226 193.2045 Sub-ch.17 21–22
193.2365 Sub-ch.18 10–11

193.289 193.2685 Sub-ch.19 20–21
193.3005 Sub-ch.20 11–12

193.352 193.3325 Sub-ch.21 19–20
193.3645 Sub-ch.22 12–13

193.415 193.3965 Sub-ch.23 18–19
193.4285 Sub-ch.24 13–14

193.478 193.4605 Sub-ch.25 17–18
193.4925 Sub-ch.26 14–15

193.541 193.5245 Sub-ch.27 16–17
193.5565 Sub-ch.28 15–16

OCLs, optical comb lines; TPs, transmission peaks; CFs, center frequencies.

TABLE 3 | Relationship among v-copies, LOs, channelized components for
dynamics 4 GHz signal.

CFs of OCs (THz) Multicast copies CFs of LOs (THz) Sub-signals (GHz)

192.914 v-copy 1 192.885 29–30
28–29

v-copy 2 192.917 2–3
3–4

192.976 v-copy 3 192.949 27–28
26–27

v-copy 4 192.981 4–5
5–6

193.038 v-copy 5 193.013 25–26
24–25

v-copy 6 193.045 6–7
7–8

193.100 v-copy 7 193.077 23–24
22–23

v-copy 8 193.109 8–9
9–10

193.162 v-copy 9 193.141 21–22
20–21

v-copy 10 193.173 10–11
11–12

193.224 v-copy 11 193.205 19–20
18–19

v-copy 12 193.237 12–13
13–14

193.286 v-copy 13 193.269 17–18
16–17

v-copy 14 193.301 14–15
15–16

LOs, local oscillators; CFs, center frequencies, OCs, optical carriers.

TABLE 4 | Considering seven cases and their corresponding frequency ranges.

Seven
cases

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7

Frequency
range (GHz)

2–6 6–10 10–14 14–18 18–22 22–26 26–30
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dynamic signals. Second, we received the 4 GHz dynamic signals
by coherent channelization.

In the instantaneous spectral analysis for the 4 GHz dynamic
signals, we considered the following seven cases, as shown in
Table 4. We employed four-tone signals to equivalently replace
the 4 GHz original signals. For case 1, the four-tone signal with
frequencies of 2.5, 3.5, 4.5, and 5.5 GHz was employed. After the
second-category photonic channelization, the optical powers
received from all sub-channels were illustrated in Figure 6.
We can see that the optical powers in Sub-ch.2, Sub-ch.4, Sub-
ch.6, and Sub-ch.8 are significantly greater than others.

Namely, we can find the sub-channels with significant optical
powers and then determine the spectrum information according
to the received optical powers and Table 2. For all seven cases, the
received optical powers after the effective second-category
photonic channelizer were shown in Figure 6. In practical
application, by monitoring the optical power in each sub-
channel, the spectrum information is obtained. Based on the
spectrum information, different OCs and LOs are selected to
implement channelized reception of the original dynamic signal.

For simplicity but without loss of generality, we employed
4 GHz linearly-chirped signals with CFs of 4 and 28 GHz to
represent the 4 GHz dynamic signals, as shown in Figure 7. After
determining the spectrum information of the linearly-chirped
signals, the two linearly-chirped signals were received by the
coherent channelization.

According to Table 3, v-copy 2 and v-copy 4 were required for
receiving the “low-frequency” linearly-chirped signal, where the
CFs of the TOFs were set to 192.918 THz and 192.980 THz, and
the bandwidths of the TOFs were 5 GHz. The spectra of the EQHs
were plotted in Figure 8A. Because the TOFs are non-ideal in
practice, the OC with the CF of 192.914 THz cannot be effectively
suppressed. After heterodyne detection of the OC and the LO
with the CF of 192.917 THz, a 3 GHz tone was generated which
was shown in Figure 8A, i. After filtering by four 1-GHz LPFs, the
4-GHz dynamic signal was channelized into four 1 GHz sub-
signals (δs � 1 GHz), where we assume that the LPFs had
rectangular TPs. Moreover, the waveforms of the channelized
sub-signal were depicted in Figure 8B, respectively.

Similarly, the “high-frequency” linearly-chirped signal can
also be received, where v-copy 1 and v-copy 3 were required.
Moreover, the CFs of the TOFs should be set to 192.886 and

192.948 THz. The obtained spectra after processing by the EQHs
and the waveforms of the channelized sub-signals were given in
Figure 9.

Based on the results shown in Figures 8, 9, the proposed
channelized receiver can provide a much larger operative
bandwidth by using the same number of devices when
compared with the existing works in [23, 26–32]. Using two
OHs, four BPDs, two EQHs, and four electrical LPFs, the
equivalent operative bandwidth of the proposed multi-band
channelized receiver can be up to 28 GHz. To the best of our
knowledge, it is the first time that a photonics-assisted
channelized receiver is built which doesn’t require knowing
the spectrum information in advance.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, based on the spectrum analysis and the coherent
channelization, a photonics-assisted channelized receiver has
been proposed for multi-band microwave signals. After
determining the spectrum information by the spectrum
analysis, the original wideband signal with dynamic microwave
bands was received by the coherent channelization. For seven
cases considered, the spectrum information can be obtained by
monitoring the optical power in each sub-channel. Moreover, two
4 GHz linearly-chirped signals with CFs of 4 and 28 GHz have
been channelized into four 1 GHz sub-channels and received,
respectively. We equivalently can build a multi-band coherent

FIGURE 6 | Received optical powers in all 28 sub-channels for seven cases with different frequency ranges, where the spectrum information for each case is
obtained by monitoring the optical power in all sub-channels.

FIGURE 7 | Spectra of original linearly-chirped signals with center
frequencies of (A) 4 GHz and (B) 28 GHz.
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channelizer that works for dynamic microwave signals by using a
few devices. For scenarios requiring multi-band microwave
signals such as modern radars, communication satellites, radio
over fiber systems, and the 5th generation mobile network, the
proposed photonics-assisted channelized receiver provides the
low-complexity and low-cost implementation and shows a
tremendous advantage and potential.
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FIGURE 8 | (A) Spectra of the output signals processed by optical hybrids and electrical quadrature hybrids and (B) waveforms of channelized signals after low-
pass filters, where the 4 GHz linearly-chirped signal has a 4 GHz center frequency.

FIGURE 9 | (A) Spectra of the output signals processed by optical hybrids and electrical quadrature hybrids and (B) waveforms of channelized signals after low-
pass filters, where the 4 GHz linearly-chirped signal has a 28 GHz center frequency.
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